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Density functional chemical shielding calculations are reported for methylâ-D-2-deoxyribofuranoside and
for methylâ-D-ribofuranoside, models for the deoxyribose and ribose sugars in nucleic acids. The variation
of the chemical shielding as a function of the sugar ring conformation is reported, as well as the influence of
the ring conformation on the chemical shift anisotropy. The calculated chemical shieldings are sensitive to
the puckering of the sugar ring. The value of the exocyclic torsion angles, particularlyγ(O5′-C5′-C4′-
C3′), are also found to influence the chemical shielding of the ring atoms. The chemical shielding of the C3′
carbon is the most sensitive to the sugar ring pucker, with a variation of 10 ppm between the C3′ endo and
C2′ endo conformations. H3′ and H4′ hydrogen shieldings vary by 0.4-0.6 ppm between the C3′ endo and
C2′ endo conformations. Chemical shift anisotropies at C1′ and C3′ are strongly influenced by sugar pucker.
Our results agree well with experimentally reported values of chemical shifts in methylâ-D-2-deoxyribo-
furanoside and methylâ-D-ribofuranoside. They also agree with observed solid-state correlations between
C3′ and C5′ chemical shift and sugar ring pucker and point to new methods for the analysis of nucleic acid
conformation in solution.

1. Introduction

Advances in NMR instrumentation and methodology have
now made it possible to make site-specific chemical shift
assignments for a large number of proteins and nucleic acids.
It has been known for a long time that chemical shifts are
sensitive to details of molecular structures, but models for
relating the shifts to structure have not been available, so that
the major source of data for NMR structure determination has
been the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) and spin-spin
coupling constants. There is increasing evidence of correlations
between 3-D structures and chemical shift trends.1-7 The large
number of NMR structures available has made possible the
development of semiempirical theories for chemical shift
dispersion that allow the calculations of proton chemical shifts
in proteins.8-12

Quantum chemical calculations of chemical shifts have also
significantly progressed in the last years.13-19 Calculations of
13C shielding in model peptides and small molecules in the gas
phase have been used to trace the dependence of carbon peptide
shielding onφ and ψ backbone angles.20-22 Another use of
quantum shift calculations is in the development and param-
etrization of physical models of environmental shift effects; this
can be done by studying small molecules in simple geometries
and combinations, so that different contributions to the shift
and their behavior with conformational change can be isolated
and quantitated.23

Less attention has been paid to shift distributions in nucleic
acids. A thorough theoretical study of protons, nitrogen and
carbon chemical shift trends in nucleic acids was performed
some years ago by Giessner-Prettre and Pullman.24 Owing to
limitations in the computational power available at the time,

these quantum calculations were performed using semiempirical
or minimal basis set ab initio methods. The agreement between
these theoretical studies and the experimental data available at
the time was variable. In some cases qualitative trends in the
observed shifts could not be successfully predicted. In view
of the significant advances in the quantum methods available
for calculating chemical shifts, as well as in the vastly increased
number of nucleic acids experimentally studied by NMR,25-27

it is useful to perform new quantum calculations on nucleic acids
components.

In this work, density functional quantum calculations are used
to investigate the relationship between sugar conformation and
chemical shift in methylâ-D-2-deoxyribofuranoside (Figure 1.1)
and methylâ-D-ribofuranoside (Figure 1.2). The conformational
dependence of13C and1H shifts is examined, and a comparison
with experimental results is presented.

2. Methods

2.1. Structures. Chemical shifts of1H and 13C were
calculated by density functional methods for methylâ-D-2-
deoxyribofuranoside (1) and for methylâ-D-ribofuranoside (2).
Ab initio geometry optimizations were conducted with Gaussian
94,28 using both density functional and Hartree-Fock methods.
The density functional optimizations used the Becke exchange
functional29 and the Perdew-Wang-91 correlation functional30

with a 6-31G* basis set.31 Hartree-Fock optimizations using
the 6-31G* basis set were also performed as well as Hartree-
Fock and MP2 optimizations with a 6-31G** basis, which
includes polarization functions on hydrogen atoms.31 Different
sets of constraints were applied on the dihedral angles internal
to the ring in order fix the pseudorotation angle. In one set of
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calculations, four dihedrals were constrained as

where τm is the maximum torsion andP is the desired
pseudorotation phase angle.32 The five dihedrals internal to the
ring are

They are linked by the relation32

The maximum torsionτm was set to 38.0°, and structures
were generated betweenP ) 0 andP ) 360 at 15° increments
for the deoxyribose and at 30° increments for the ribose. The
dihedralsνi (i ) 1, 2, 3, 4) were constrained during the geometry
optimization with all other parameters optimized.P andτm were
recalculated after each geometry optimization, and they were
always within 1° of the values used as input in eq 1. In a second
set of calculations, geometry optimizations with just one dihedral
(ν3) constrained were performed. These allow the sugar pucker
amplitude to vary, but the resulting pseudorotation phase was

not always that predicted from eq 1. The various sets of
calculations performed are summarized in Table 1.

In addition to the pseudorotation angle P, the model sugars
1 and2 contain several other torsion angles for which different
conformers are possible: H-O5′-C5′-C4′ (â); O5′-C5′-
C4′-C3′ (γ); H-O3′-C3′-C4′ (ε); O4′-C1′-O1′-C (ø; the
Greek letters refer to the corresponding equivalent in nucleic
acid nomenclature32). For all the structures considered, the
values of the exocyclic torsion are 45° < â < 60°; 40° < γ <
65°; 50° < ε < 65°; -75° < ø < -65°; except for2 whereε

adopts a range of conformations between 40° and 150° as a
function ofP. The value of the dihedral H-O5′-C5′-C4′ (â)
in the range 45°-60° places the HO5′ above the O4′, in a
position to form an hydrogen bond. While this is the most
favored conformation of the model sugar compounds in the gas
phase, it does not correspond to the value ofâ most frequently
observed in nucleic acids (â ) 180°).33

A recent statistical survey of the structure of sugar and
phosphate constituents of nucleic acids33 showed that the most
frequently encountered values of the other exocyclic dihedral
angles are:γ ) 52.5°(with minor population ofγ ) 293° and
γ ) 179°); ε ) 214°; ø ) 230° (anti) or 60° (syn). It was
beyond the scope of this work to generate structures with all
possible combinations of exocyclic torsion angles, but we did
use the D1 set of structures to modify the exocyclic torsion
angles (without reoptimizing the ring geometries) to the
following valuesâ ) ε ) 180°, γ unmodified;â ) ε ) 180°,
γ ) -60°; â ) γ ) ε ) 180°. Additional geometry
optimizations withâ constrained to 180° were also performed
on sets D4 and R4. These calculations showed that the values
of â and ε do not significantly influence the shielding of the
model sugar, whileγ has a marked influence on shielding (see
below). The glycosidic torsion (ø) was not modified from its
optimized value in set D1. Studies of the influence of the
glycosidic torsion on the shielding will be performed on model
nucleosides, rather than on the substituted sugars considered
here.

Chemical shifts were also calculated on deoxythymidine. The
geometry was optimized at the BPW91/6-31G* level.28 The
glycosidic torsion was chosen anti (180° < ø < 270°). The
optimized value forø was correlated with the sugar pucker,
with ø close to-160° for C3′ endo conformations and close to
-125° for C2′ endo.32 For P ) 300°, ø fell in the high-anti
range (ø ) -80°). The sugar pucker was maintained by
constraining the dihedral anglesνi (i ) 1, 2, 3, 4) as described
above. The exocyclic torsion anglesâ, γ, andε were in the
range 175° < â < 185°; 35° < γ < 55°; 50° < ε < 70° (the
only exceptions were the structures withP ) 240°, whereγ )
16° andP ) 270° whereγ ) -3°).

2.2. Chemical Shift Calculations. Shielding tensors were
computed using thedeMonprogram, which combines density

Figure 1. Structure of the model compounds used in the study:1.1,
methylâ-D-2-deoxyribofuranoside;1.2, methylâ-D-ribofuranoside;1.3
deoxythymidine.

νi ) τm cos(P + 144(i - 2)) i)1, 2, 3, 4 (1)

ν0 ) C4′-O4′-C1′-C2′

ν1 ) O4′-C1′-C2′-C3′

ν2 ) C1′-C2′-C3′-C4′

ν3 ) C2′-C3′-C4′-O4′

ν4 ) C3′-C4′-O4′-C1′

ν0 + ν1 + ν2 + ν3 + ν4 ) 0 (2)

TABLE 1: Description of the ab Initio Methods and
Dihedral Angle Constraints

ab initio methoda constraints appliedb deoxyc ribosea

BPW91/6-31G* ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4 D1 R1
BPW91/6-31G* ν3 D2
HF/6-31G* ν3 D3
HF/6-31G** D4 R4
MP2/6-31G** D5

a See ref 59 and the method section for a complete description.b The
constraints are applied on the dihedral angles internal to the ring in
order fix the pseudorotation angle.c The letter codes D1, ..., D5 and
R1, R4 are used to represent the different sets of results. For the ribose,
only the calculations corresponding to R1 and R4 were performed.
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functional theory with a sum-over-states perturbation approach.19

In this method, Kohn-Sham orbitals are inserted into a standard
formula for chemical shielding,34 and energy denominators are
approximated by differences in Kohn-Sham orbital energies,
corrected for changes in the exchange correlation potential that
occur upon excitation. The gauge invariance requirement is
treated using the individual gauge for localized orbitals (IGLO)
approach.35 Full details of the methods are given elsewhere.19

The calculations used the IGLO-III basis set of Kutzelnigg and
co-workers;35 this is a relatively large basis set, with 11 s-type
and 7 p-type Gaussians (contracted to 7s/6p) along with two
uncontracted polarization functions for first row atoms (11s7p2d/
7s6p2d) and 6 s-type Gaussians (contracted to 4s) along with
two uncontracted polarization functions for H (6s2p/4s2p). All
calculations used the Perdew-Wang-91 (PW91) exchange
correlation potential30 and the “Loc.1” correction for energy
denominators.19

For all geometries, the proton and carbon shifts are reported
relative to the computed shielding for TMS (σH ) 31.02 ppm;
σC ) 182.05 ppm). The geometry of TMS was optimized at
the BPW91/6-31G* level, and the shielding tensors were
evaluated with the IGLO-III basis set as described above.13C
chemical shift anisotropies were also evaluated from the
computed shielding tensors. We computed the differenceσorth

- σpar, whereσpar is the shielding in the direction of the C-H
bond andσorth is the average shielding orthogonal to this bond.
This is the quantity that influences cross-correlation between
dipolar and CSA relaxation pathways.36

3. Results

3.1. Methyl â-D-2-Deoxyribofuranoside. 3.1.a. Influence
of the Sugar Conformation on the Calculated Chemical Shield-
ing. The calculated chemical shifts as a function of pseudoro-
tation angle are displayed in Figures 2-4 (carbon shifts) and
Figure 6 (proton shifts). It can clearly be seen that both carbon

and hydrogen chemical shifts are affected by the pseudorotation
of the deoxyribose. The differences in chemical shift between
a representative C3′ endo (north;P ) 15°) and C2′ endo (south;
P ) 165°) conformation of the deoxyribose are reported in Table
2 for different conformations of the exocyclic torsion angles.
These differences are indicative of the magnitude of the
shielding change with conformation.

The carbon most sensitive to the sugar repuckering is C3′
(Figure 2), which is more shielded in the N (C3′ endo)
conformation than the S (C2′ endo) conformation by 10 ppm.
C5′ is also significantly shielded in the N conformation, although
the effect is smaller (5 vs 10 ppm). A similar trend has been
reported experimentally (vide infra).37 The variation in chemical
shift observed for C1′, C2′, and C4′ (Figure 3) is less significant,

Figure 2. Calculated C3′ and C5′ chemical shifts for the model
deoxyribose (Figure 1.1) as a function of the pseudorotation phaseP.
The chemical shift is obtained by subtracting the isotropicdeMon
shielding calculated for C3′ and C5′ from the reference isotropic
shielding of 182.05 calculated for C in TMS. The C3′ shifts are
calculated as described in section 2.2 for a series of different
structures: (solid line) structures obtained at the BPW91/6-31G* level
with four dihedral constraints (D1 set, with exocyclic torsions angles
â ) 60°; ε ) 60°; γ ) 60°); (*) BPW91/6-31G*; one dihedral constraint
(D2 set); (dashed line) HF/6-31G*, one (D3 set); (3) HF/6-31G**,
full optimization (D4 set); (]) MP2/6-31G**, full optimization. The
C5′ shifts (dotted line) are from the D1 set, with exocyclic torsions
anglesâ ) ε ) 180°; γ ) 60°.

Figure 3. Calculated carbon chemical shifts for the model deoxyribose
(Figure 1.1) as a function of the pseudorotation phaseP. The chemical
shift is obtained by subtracting the isotropicdeMonshielding calculated
from the reference isotropic shielding of 182.05 calculated for C in
TMS. To get the three carbons on the same figure, an additional 60
ppm was subtracted from the C1′ shifts and 40 ppm subtracted from
the C4′ shifts. The C2′ are not modified. The results presented are from
the D1 set, with exocyclic torsions anglesâ ) ε ) 180°; γ ) 60°.

Figure 4. Calculated C3′ chemical shifts for the model deoxyribose
(Figure 1.1) as a function of the pseudorotation phaseP. The results
presented correspond to the D1 set of structures, but with the exocyclic
torsion anglesâ andε rotated to 180°. The three conformers ofγ are
displayed in the figures: gauche (γ ) 60° ( 15°; unmodified values
from D1 structures); trans (γ rotated to 180° for all structures), and
-gauche (γ rotated to-60° for all structures). It can be seen that the
results forγ ) 60° ( 15° are almost identical to those presented in
Figure 2 for the D1 set of structures, which have value ofâ andε in
the gauche region (60° ( 15°).
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with a shielding increase of 3 ppm for C1′ and C4′ in the N
conformation and 1 ppm for C2′. The general trend observed
for the carbons in the model deoxyribose is thus an upfield shift
in north conformations. These chemical shift trends are for the
exocyclic dihedral anglesâ ) 180°, ε ) 180°, andγ ) 60°.
As can be seen from Table 2, the upfield shift in north
conformation is nearly independent of the value of the exocyclic
torsions for C1′ and C4′ but is strongly correlated with the value
of γ for C3′ and C5′. In Figure 4, we present a comparison of
the variation of C3′ chemical shift with pseudorotation angle
for three values ofγ (γ ) 60°, 180°, and-60°). The variation
of C3′ chemical shift with pseudorotation andγ angles is
strongly correlated with the distance between the H3′ and O5′
oxygen (cf. Figure 5), where short H3′-O5′ distances lead to
an increased shielding of the C3′. These so-called steric effects
on 13C chemical shifts have been reported for a number of
compounds.37-39 They reflect van der Waals and/or charge
polarization effects on13C chemical shifts.39

The results for the proton chemical shifts are presented in
Figure 6. The general trend in the proton shifts is downfield
in the N (C3′ endo) conformation with respect to the S (C2′
endo) conformation for H3′ and H2′′ and upfield for H1′, H2′,
and H4′ (with â ) 180°; γ ) 60°; ε ) 180°). H5′ and H5" are
insensitive to the sugar repuckering. The data presented in Table
2 show that the upfield shift of H1′ and H4′ in N (C3′ endo)
conformation is not sensitive to the value of the exocyclic
torsions. The variations in shielding of H2′ and H2′′, on the
other hand, are sensitive to the exocyclic torsions. H3′ is the
most sensitive to the sugar conformation. The downfield shift
of H3′ in N conformation is observed only whenγ ) +60°
(cf. Table 2). The downfield shift of H3′ in N conformation
can be related to the upfield shift of C3′, and both can be
qualitatively understood as a polarization by O5′ in the direction
H3′ δ+ C3′ δ-.

A recent analysis60 of proton chemical shifts in DNA
demonstrated that the ring current and magnetic anisotropy of
the bases had an important influence on the1H shift. The results
presented here indicate that the sugar conformation and the
polarization effects linked to the backbone oxygens can also
significantly influence the sugar proton shifts.

3.1.b. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Chemical
Shifts. In Figure 7 we present a comparison of calculated and
experimental13C chemical shifts. The experimental data are
from solid-state13C NMR study for crystalline nucleosides and
nucleotides.37 Although these experimental conditions differ
from the isolated sugar used for the theoretical calculations of
shifts, the correlation between experimental and calculated shifts
is excellent. In particular, the upfield shift of C3′ and C5′ carbon
in north conformation is clearly seen in both experimental and
theoretical results. Figure 7 also shows a systematic difference
(8.2 ppm) between calculated and observed13C shifts. C3′ and
C5′ shifts in nucleosides, nucleotides, and nucleic acids are
indeed observed at higher fields (i.e., C3′ between 65 and 75
ppm and C5′ between 55 and 66 ppm)27 than what is calculated
for the model deoxyribose (C3′ between 75 and 85 ppm and
C5′ between 65 and 75 ppm).

In Figure 8, we present a comparison of the calculated and
experimental proton chemical shifts for methyl 2′-deoxy-â-D-
ribofuranoside. The experimental shifts have been measured
in CDCl3 at 292 K.40 The calculated shifts assume an equimolar
mixture of north and south conformers.40 Figure 7 shows that
the calculated shifts are in good agreement with the experimental
ones.

3.1.c. Influence of ab Initio Method and Geometry Optimiza-
tion. In Figure 2, we compare the chemical shifts calculated
for C3′ with different sets of geometries for the deoxy sugar.
The puckering amplitudeτm for sets D2 and D3 is displayed as
a function of pseudorotation angle in Figure 9. It can be seen
that the maximum puckering amplitude varies significantly along
the pseudorotation cycle, withτm ) 40° for P ) 60 andτm )
26° for P ) 188. Variation in puckering amplitude as a function
of pseudorotation has also been reported in ab initio studies of
â-D-ribofuranose.41 As can be seen from Figure 2, these
variations inτm do not influence the chemical shielding. The
D1 set of structures (with four dihedrals constrained and a
constant puckering amplitude of 38°) indeed yields comparable
results to the D2 set of structures (where onlyν3 is constrained
andτm varies with P).

A significant difference is observed between shifts calculated
with the D1 or D2 (BPW91/6-31G*) and D3 (HF/6-31G**) sets
of structures: a systematic upfield shift is observed when the
structures are obtained at the Hartree-Fock level. It is known

Figure 5. Distance between H3′ and O5′ in the model deoxyribose,
as a function of the pseudorotation phaseP. The results presented
correspond to the D1 set of structures. The three conformers ofγ are
displayed in the figures: gauche (γ ) 60° ( 15°; unmodified values
from D1 structures); trans (γ rotated to 180° for all structures), and
-gauche (γ rotated to-60° for all structures).

Figure 6. Calculated proton chemical shifts for the model deoxyribose
(Figure 1.1) as a function of the pseudorotation phaseP. The chemical
shift is obtained by subtracting the isotropicdeMonshielding calculated
for the protons from the reference isotropic shielding of 31.02 calculated
for H in TMS. The results presented are from the D1 (cf. Table 1) set
of structures, withâ ) ε ) 180°; γ ) 60°.
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that absolute values of carbon shieldings are sensitive to the
quantum mechanical model.23 The systematic trend observed
here can be linked to the systematic increase in bond lengths
observed between the HF and BPW91 geometries.42 The

different C-H bond lengths are between 1.10 and 1.11 Å in
the BPW-91/6-31G* structures and between 1.08 and 1.09 Å
in the HF/6-31G* structures. C-H bond lengths are thus
systematically 0.02 Å shorter at the HF level. Likewise C-C
lengths are 0.005 Å shorter and C-O lengths 0.025 Å shorter
at the Hartree-Fock level, which leads to an increased electron
density close to C and explains the increased shielding. The
results obtained for the structures from the unconstrained
geometry optimizations (D4 and D5 sets) are also displayed in
Figure 2. The HF/6-31G** (D4 set) fully optimized structures
give shifts extremely close to those obtained with the D3 sets
of structures. Two sets of shifts are obtained for the D4 set,
which corresponds to two values of the exocyclicâ angle. As
can be seen from Figure 2, the results are comparable for the

TABLE 2: Difference in Calculated Chemical Shift between North (C3′ Endo; P ) 15°) and South (C2′ Endo; P ) 165°)
Conformations for Methyl 2 ′-Deoxy-â-D-ribofuranoside and for Deoxythymidinea

deoxyribose ∆δ (N - S) ppmb

â ε γ C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′ C5′
60 60 60 -3.4 0.6 -9.8 -3.2 -5.0

180 180 60 -4.4 -1.0 -10.2 -3.0 -5.1
180 180 180 -4.1 -0.5 -2.8 -3.8 0.6
180 180 -60 -2.6 1.4 3.1 -4.9 2.8

deoxythymidine ∆δ (N - S) ppmb

â ε γ C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′ C5′
180 180 60 1.1 3.1 -10.6 -1.6 -5.3

deoxyribose ∆δ (N - S) ppmb

â ε γ H1′ H2′ H2′′ H3′ H4′ H5′ H5′′
60 60 60 -0.28 0.13 -0.37 0.60 -0.67 0.12 0.10

180 180 60 -0.48 -0.37 0.47 0.53 -0.34 0.09 0.04
180 180 180 -0.52 0.14 0.41 0.02 -0.31 0.08 0.32
180 180 -60 -0.45 0.03 0.40 -0.25 -0.33 0.24 0.23

deoxythymidine ∆δ (N - S) ppmb

â ε γ H1′ H2′ H2′′ H3′ H4′ H5′ H5′′
180 180 60 -0.80 0.20 -0.15 0.23 -0.55 0.13 0.21

a D1 set of structures with various values of the exocyclic torsion anglesâ, ε, andγ. b These differences are taken between two frozen conformations,
and they are indicative of the magnitude of the shielding change with conformation. Quantitative estimates of the change in shielding with conformation
would require a more sophisticated treatment of conformational averaging effects.

Figure 7. (filled symbols) Comparison of calculated and experimental
carbon chemical shifts for the model deoxyribose (Figure 1.1). The
experimental shifts for the north and south conformers are reported
separately. The calculated shifts for the north conformer are from the
D1 set of structures (BPW91/6-31G*) withP ) 15° andâ ) ε ) 180°,
γ ) 60° and for the south conformer from D1 withP ) 165° andâ )
ε ) 180°, γ ) 60°; they are given in ppm relative to the calculated
value in TMS. The experimental values are from crystalline samples;38

they are reported relative to external TMS. (open symbols) Comparison
of calculated and experimental carbon chemical shifts for the model
ribose (Figure 1.2). The calculated values assume an equimolar mixture
of N and S conformers; they are given in ppm relative to the calculated
value in TMS (the north conformer is from the R1 set of structures
(BPW91/6-31G*) withP ) 0° andâ ) ε ) 180°; γ ) 60°, and the
South conformer is from R1 withP ) 150° andâ ) ε ) 180° γ )
60°). The experimental values are from D2O solutions;43 they are
reported relative to external TMS. The lines of slope 1 that best fit the
data are also displayed on the figure.

Figure 8. Comparison of calculated and experimental proton chemical
shifts for the model deoxyribose (Figure 1.1). The calculated shifts are
obtained from the fully optimized MP2/6-31G** structures (D5 set),
assuming a 50-50 mixture of N and S conformers (i.e., calcd shift)
0.5 calcd shift (N)+ 0.5 calcd shift (S)). They are given in ppm relative
to the calculated value in TMS. The experimental values are from CDCl3

solutions.40
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two values ofâ. Finally, the shifts corresponding to the fully
optimized MP2/6-31G** structures (D5 set) are intermediate
between the HF and BPW91 sets of shifts, which can be related
to general trends in bond lengths between the three methods.
Hence, although absolute shieldings are quite sensitive to local
geometry, the main conformational trends with torsion angles
are preserved with various optimization strategies.

3.2. Methyl â-D-Ribofuranoside. 3.2.a. Influence of the
Sugar Conformation on the Calculated Chemical Shielding.
Many of the features in the shifts for the ribose model mimic
those seen in the deoxy model. The calculated chemical shifts
as a function of pseudorotation angle are displayed in Figures
10 (proton shifts), 11, and 12 (carbon shifts). The differences
in chemical shift between a representative C3′ endo (north;P
) 30°) and C2′ endo (south;P ) 180°) conformation of the
ribose are reported in Table 3 for different conformations of
the exocyclic torsion angles.

The chemical shift trends observed for the C3′, C4′, and C5′
ribose carbons are very similar to those observed for the
deoxyribose, with a general upfield shift in N conformation.
As for the deoxyribose, C3′ and C5′ are the most sensitive to

the sugar pucker with upfield shifts of 11 and 4 ppm in the N
conformation, respectively. The absolute value of the C2′ shift
is displaced downfield with respect to the deoxyribose, as
expected. The variation of the C2′ and C1′ carbon shifts with
the sugar conformation is different in the model ribose than in
the model deoxyribose. The C2′ is deshielded by 3 ppm in the
north conformation, and the C1′ is not affected much by
pseudorotation, with a deshielding of 1 ppm in the north
conformation.

The chemical shift dispersion of the ribose protons is reduced
with respect to the model deoxyribose. The protons most
affected by pseudorotation are H2′ and H3′ with a difference
of 0.5 ppm between N and S conformations. These two protons
move in opposite directions; i.e., H2′ moves upfield and H3′
downfield in C3′ endo. H1′ and H4′ are not affected much by
pseudorotation, while H5′ and H5′′ move downfield in C3′ endo.

3.2.b. Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Chemical
Shifts. The carbon shifts of the model ribose have been
published (in D2O with external TMS as the13C shift refer-

Figure 9. Maximum torsionτm as a function of the pseudorotation
angle for the model deoxyribose. The results correspond to the D2 (*)
and D3 (]) sets of structures.

Figure 10. Calculated proton chemical shifts for the model ribose
(Figure 1.2) as a function of the pseudorotation phaseP. The chemical
shift is obtained by subtracting the isotropicdeMonshielding calculated
for the protons from the reference isotropic shielding of 31.02 calculated
for H in TMS. The results presented are from the R1 (cf. Table 1) set
of structures, withâ ) ε ) 180°; γ ) 60°.

Figure 11. Calculated C3′ and C5′ chemical shifts for the model ribose
(Figure 1.2) as a function of the pseudorotation phaseP. The chemical
shift is obtained by subtracting the isotropicdeMonshielding calculated
for C3′ and C5′ from the reference isotropic shielding of 182.05
calculated for C in TMS. The results presented are from the R1 (cf.
Table 1) set of structures, withâ ) ε ) 180°; γ ) 60°.

Figure 12. Calculated carbon chemical shifts for the model ribose
(Figure 1.2) as a function of the pseudorotation phaseP. The chemical
shift is obtained by subtracting the isotropicdeMonshielding calculated
for C1′, C2′, and C4′ from the reference isotropic shielding of 182.05
calculated for C in TMS. The results presented are from the R1 (cf.
Table 1) set of structures, withâ ) ε ) 180°; γ ) 60°.
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ence),43 and in Figure 8 we present a comparison of the
calculated and observed shifts. The correlation between cal-
culated and observed shifts is good. As before there is a
significant systematic difference between calculated and ob-
served13C shifts (9.5 ppm). The calculated values are thus
systematically deshielded by about 10 ppm with respect to the
experimental ones, as was observed for the model deoxyribose.
Other authors19,61 have reported that DFT methods predict
chemical shifts that are too deshielded as compared to experi-
ment. They report mean errors of about 7 ppm61 between
calculated and experimental shifts, which is consistent with the
results reported here. As can be seen from Figure 2, even if
systematic differences exist between absolute values of chemical
shifts calculated by different methods, the variation in chemical
shift with sugar conformation, which is our main interest, is
not affected by the choice of the quantum mechanical model.

It must also be noted that we have not corrected the calculated
shieldings for effects such as rovibrational averaging, solvation,
and bulk susceptibility.44-46 Rovibrational averaging and sol-
vation are generally thought to lower the shielding calculated
in the gas phase at equilibrium geometry.42,45 These effects
should, however, cancel out to a large extent when computing
shifts (with respect to TMS) as opposed to shielding.45 It is
also unlikely that these effects will affect selectively one
conformation of the sugars over the others, so that the variation
in sugar shift with conformation will remain largely unaffected.

Experimental studies of the temperature dependence of13C
chemical shift in RNA oligomers47,48 have been used to probe
the effect of sugar conformation on13C shifts. Downfield shifts
of C3′, C4′, and C5′ carbon resonances have been observed with
increasing temperature. They were related to an increase in
the population of the C2′ endo conformer with increasing tem-
perature.47,48 These experimental trends in shifts fully agree
with the theoretical results. A downfield shift of C3′ in the
C2′ endo conformation has also been observed in RNA struc-
tures. For example, in the UUCG loop of the P1 helix from
group I self-splicing introns, the C3′ resonance of the central U
and C are observed at 77.1 and 79.7 ppm while the C3′ reso-
nance of other residues of the P1 helix are around 72 ppm.49,50

These two residues are identified in C2′ endo conformation,
contrary to the other residues which adopt the C3′ endo con-
formation most usually found in RNA structures.49-52 Similar
observations have been made in other tetraloop structures.53

C1′ resonances are generally observed to move upfield with
increasing temperature while C2′ resonances are not affected
much by temperature.47,48 The C1′ resonances of the UUCG49-52

and CUUG53 loop nucleotides are also shifted upfield by about
5 ppm. The theoretical results presented here do not show large
upfield shifts of C1′ in C2′ endo conformation. This was not
observed in experimental studies on crystalline DNA oligo-
nucleotides either.37 Other structural parameters, such as, for
example, the influence of the glycosidic torsion, will need to
be considered to explain the C1′ shifts of the tetraloops.

3.3. Deoxythymidine. The differences in chemical shifts
between a representative north (C3′ endo,P ) 15) and south
(C2′ endo,P ) 165) conformation of the sugar in deoxythy-
midine are reported in Table 2. The variation in C3′ and C5′
chemical shift with the sugar pucker is very similar in deoxy-
thymidine and in the isolated deoxyribose (upfield shift of 10.6
and 5.3 ppm for C3′ and C5′, respectively, in N conformation).
C2′ experiences a downfield shift of 3.1 ppm in North
conformation (versus 0.6 ppm in the isolated sugar) and C4′ an
upfield shift of 1.6 ppm (versus 3.2 ppm in the isolated sugar).
Not unexpectedly, the largest difference between methyl 2′-
deoxy-â-D-ribofuranoside and deoxythymidine are observed for
the C1′ carbon: a downfield shift of 1.1 ppm in N conformation
is observed for deoxythymidine, while an upfield shift of 3.4
ppm was observed for the isolated sugar.

The variation of1H chemical shifts with the sugar pucker
are affected by the presence of the thymine ring (cf. Table 2).
The global trends observed for methyl 2′-deoxy-â-D-ribofura-
noside are conserved for H3′, H5′, H5′′ (downfield shift in N
conformation) and H1′ (upfield shift in N conformation). H2′
and H2′′, on the other hand, have their chemical shift trends
reversed in the presence of the thymine ring (cf. Table 2).

3.4. Chemical Shift Anisotropies. There has been much
recent interest in measuring chemical shift anisotropies (CSA).36,54

Both experimental36 and theoretical55,56 studies of CSA on
peptides and proteins have shown that small changes in isotropic

TABLE 3: Difference in Calculated Chemical Shift between
North (C3′ Endo; P ) 30°) and South (C2′ Endo; P ) 180°)
Conformation for Methyl â-D-Ribofuranosidea

∆δ (N - S) ppmb

â ε γ C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′ C5′
60 60 60 0.3 0.7 -10.9 -3.7 -3.9

180 180 60 0.8 2.9 -11.1 -3.7 -3.6
180 180 180 0.6 1.4 -3.6 -4.1 2.3
180 180 -60 3.4 -5.4 2.9 3.0 1.8

∆δ (N - S) ppmb

â ε γ H1′ H2′ H3′ H4′ H5′ H5′′
60 60 60 -0.12 -0.49 0.24 -0.46 0.21 0.23

180 180 60 -0.12 -0.53 0.59 0.02 0.15 0.18
180 180 180 -0.20 0.01 -0.06 0.08 0.42 -0.03
180 180 -60 0.28 0.07 0.04 -0.34 -0.11 -0.12

a D1 set of structures with various values of the exocyclic torsion
anglesâ, ε, andγ. b Cf. footnoteb from Table 2.

TABLE 4: Calculated Chemical Shift Anisotropies (σorth -
σpara) in Representative North (C3′ Endo) and South (C2′
Endo) Conformation for Methyl
2′-Deoxy-â-D-ribofuranoside, Thymidine, and Methyl
â-D-Ribofuranosidea

σorth - σpara(N) ppmb

â ε γ C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′
Deoxyribose

60 60 60 32 58 27
180 180 60 32 54 33
180 180 180 33 52 33
180 180 -60 33 46 33

Deoxythymidine
180 180 60 33 61 28

Ribose
180 180 60 17 21 45 58

σorth - σpara(S) ppmb

â ε γ C1′ C2′ C3′ C4′
Deoxyribose

60 60 60 51 28 21
180 180 60 49 26 27
180 180 180 51 33 28
180 180 -60 50 37 32

Deoxythymidine
180 180 60 58 34 18

Ribose
180 180 60 30 33 15 64

a D1 set of structures with various values of the exocyclic torsion
anglesâ, ε, andγ. b For deoxyribose, the north conformation corre-
sponds toP ) 15° and the south conformation toP ) 165°. For
thymidine and ribose,P ) 30° andP ) 180° are used for N and S.
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shift can be accompanied by much larger changes in chemical
shift anisotropy. We examined the change in CSA with
pseudorotation phase for the model deoxyribose, ribose, and
deoxythymidine (cf. Table 4). As for the isotropic shift, the
carbon most sensitive to pseudorotation is C3′ (cf. Figure 13).
In the three systems studied, the CSA for the north conformation
is 30 ppm larger than for the south conformation (withâ ) ε

) 180° andγ ) 60°). The trends in C3′ CSA are similar for
the three values ofγ (γ ) +60°, 180°, and-60°), i.e., CSA-
(N) > CSA(S), but the differences between the north and south
CSA’s are reduced to 20 ppm forγ ) 180° and 10 ppm forγ
) -60°. The CSA of C1′ is also substantially affected by the
sugar conformation (cf. Figure 13), specially in the thymidine
where CSA(N) is lower than CSA(S) by 25 ppm. The general
trend observed for C1′ in the model sugars is also CSA(N)<
CSA(S), but the difference is less pronounced.

4. Conclusion

In recent years, there has been a revival of interest in
biomolecular chemical shifts and the structural information that
can be obtained from them. Structural studies of nucleic acids
by NMR often suffer from a scarcity of NOE restraints, and
chemical shift information could potentially be useful in the

structure determination process. Moreover, recent advances in
isotope labeling of nucleic acid have made it possible to study
13C- and15N-enriched RNA and DNA oligonucleotides, which
will in turn significantly increase the amount of experimental
chemical shift data available for nucleic acids.

In this paper we used density functional calculations to study
the relationship between ribose and deoxyribose conformations
and 13C and 1H chemical shifts. The influence of the sugar
conformation on13C chemical shift anisotropies was also probed.
Quantum chemical shielding calculations have recently begun
to significantly advance our understanding of the relationship
between structure and chemical shifts.20,21,23 The quantum
chemical approaches offer the opportunity to explore in detail
not only local but also environmental shielding effects in a
controlled manner.

The results presented here show that isotropic chemical shifts
as well as shift anisotropies are strongly dependent on the sugar
ring puckering and can therefore be very useful in determining
the sugar preferred conformation. The calculated chemical shifts
are in good agreement with the available experimental data,
which further substantiates the use of quantum calculations in
studying chemical shift trends in complex biomolecular systems.

Figure 13. Chemical shift anisotropies (σorth - σpara, ppm) for C1′
and C3′ carbons in deoxythymidine, as a function of pseudorotation
angle. BPW91/6-31G* structures withâ ) 180°, ε ) 60°, γ ) 60°,
and 180° < ø < 270°.

Figure 14. Relative energies of methyl-2′-deoxy-â-D-ribofuranoside
as a function of pseudorotation angle. The results correspond to the
D1 set of structures.

TABLE 5: Relative Energies of the Minima and Transition
States along the Pseudorotation Profile for Methyl
2′-Deoxy-â-D-ribofuranosidea

A.1.1. HF/6-31G** Methyl 2′-Deoxy-â-D-ribofuranoside

P τm â γ ∆Eb

94.2 35.2 55.3 59.8 3.2
232.8 34.9 62.3 45.2 0.0
288.7 24.7 50.1 45.3 1.4
350.8 34.7 50.7 57.1 0.6
89.6 37.5 177.5 53.8 6.7

209.4 31.3 179.5 45.5 5.1
270.1 20.1 180.0 49.3 6.7
344.7 37.0 -178.3 56.6 3.3

A.1.2. MP2/6-31G** Methyl 2′-Deoxy-â-D-ribofuranoside

P τm â γ ∆Ec

233.7 39.8 61.8 42.2 0
317.5 35.2 35.6 47.1 2.4

a Fully optimized structures. Units: degrees and kcal/mol.b Energy
of the minimum:-533.638 915 075 Hartreec Energy of the minimum:
-535.206 267 62 Hartree.

TABLE 6: Relative Energies of the Minima and Transition
States along the Pseudorotation Profile for Methyl
â-D-Ribofuranosidea

A.2.1. HF/6-31G** Methylâ-D-Ribofuranoside

P τm â γ ∆Eb

87.8 39.6 56.0 60.0 3.1
155.7 36.2 62.5 59.2 0.1
282.7 26.9 53.4 44.9 2.1
359.8 35.9 53.4 57.8 0.0
87.6 40.4 180.0 54.0 6.4

155.7 37.2 165.6 48.5 2.8
259.2 20.1 180.0 47.7 7.3
349.5 37.1 180.0 55.9 2.3

A.2.2. HF/6-31G*â-D-Ribofuranose from ref 41

P τm â γ ∆E

90 42 180 180 3.7
162 35 2.4
270 30 4.4
342 38 0

a Fully optimized structures. Units: degrees and kcal/mol.b Energy
of the minimum: -608.496 923 717 hartree.
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An analysis of conformational effects on proton chemical
shifts in DNA has recently been published.60 It was concluded
that the bases have a dominant effect on the sugar proton shifts.
Changes in chemical shifts of up to 2 ppm were reported as a
function of the glycosidic torsion angleø (for S sugars). The
results presented here show that the sugar ring repuckering can
modify proton shifts by up to 0.6 ppm and could therefore have
a measurable effect on proton shifts.

The influence of the sugar repuckering on carbon shifts is
significantly larger than that for1H, while the ring current/
magnetic anisotropy of the bases will be of comparable
magnitude for1H and 13C. The carbon shifts correlation are
thus large enough to provide useful sugar pucker information
directly, even in the absence of a full analysis of other effects.
The relatively good agreement with existing experimental data
suggests that these calculations provide reliable insight into
torsion angle effects in nucleic acid sugars. Further tests should
be forthcoming as labeled samples become more routinely
available.
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Appendix

Our principal focus in this paper has been on the dependence
of shifts on torsion angles. Here we give some information
about the computed energy profiles. Because the exocyclic

torsion angles (especiallyâ) differ between the model sugar
and nucleic acid helices, we do not expect these energies to be
especially relevant to nucleic acids, even though the shifts should
be. Here we compare our energetics to experimental data in
organic solvents and to other computational studies.

In Figure 14 the relative energies of methyl-2′-deoxy-â-D-
ribofuranoside corresponding to the D1 set of structures are
presented. The relative energies of the two minima and two
transition states obtained for methyl-2′-deoxy-â-D-ribofuranoside
are reported in Table 5.

It can be seen that for the deoxy compound, the minimum
energy structures have pseudorotation phasesP of 232.8° and
350.8° (HF/6-31G**), which is somewhat different from the
C3′ endo (N) and C2′ endo (S) conformations in nucleic acids,
where C3′ endo corresponds to 0° < P < 36° and C2′ endo to
144° < P < 190°.33 The conformational equilibrium of methyl-
2′-deoxy-â-D-ribofuranoside in H2O and CDCl3 solutions has
been studied by NMR.40,58 It was concluded that in CDCl3 the
deoxy compound is in equilibrium between N and S conformers
with a proportion of 50% N and 50% S. The pseudorotation
parameters determined experimentally in CDCl3 solution40

(P(north)) 340°; τm(north)) 45°; P(south)) 249°; τm(south)
) 41°) are in good agreement with the theoretical gas-phase
values obtained by full optimization at the MP2/6-31G** level
(P(north)) 317°; τm(north)) 35°; P(south)) 234°; τm(south)
) 40°).

By comparison, the pseudorotation parameters for the mini-
mum energy conformation of methyl-â-D-ribofuranose are closer
to those observed in nucleosides and nucleotides (cf. Table 5).
Ab initio geometry optimization ofâ-D-ribofuranose and methyl-
â-D-ribofuranose at the HF/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* level have
recently been published.41 The energy profile reported forâ-D-
ribofuranose (at HF/6-31G*) as a function of pseudorotation
angle shows thatP ) -18° (C3′ endo) is the global minimum.
The C2′ endo conformer (P ) 162°) is a local minimum, 2.4
kcal/mol higher than the global one. The east barrier (P ) 90°)
is 3.7 kcal/mol, and the west barrier (P ) 270°) is 4.4 kcal/
mol.41 These results are in general agreement with those
reported in Table 6 for methyl-â-D-ribofuranose. A different
choice of the values of the exocyclic torsion angles and the
addition of the methyl group in our model ribose are most likely
responsible for the difference in the energy profile between the
two riboses. An ab initio and a crystal structure of methyl-â-
D-ribofuranose in a north conformation have also been re-
ported.41 These data are compared with ours in Table 7
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